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'Magic Wheel — Origin'
kicks off China tour
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Students' ceramic works tell
fable stories
By Shi Min

By Helen Pan Intern Zhang Chenfan

Magician Josephine Lee onstage
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"Magic Wheel — Origin,"
a large-scale original magic
show produced by Poly
Culture Group Corporation
Limited, premiered at Qintai
Grand Theater on the
evening of Aug. 6. The show
gathers five top magicians
and comedians in the world,
providing spectators with a
fun-filled interactive
experience that combines
stage magic, storytelling,
music, and dance.
The show features Ed
Alonzo, a recognized
American magician who
planned the magic-based
elements of Britney Spears'
The Circus Starring Britney
Spears tour. Alonzo also
works as an actor and has
roles in drama series such as
"How I Met Your Mother,"
and "Mutant Powers." In the
show "Magic Wheel —
Origin," he presents his
magic performance mixed
with humor and storytelling.
The show also gathers Rudy

Cody, an American comedic
magician known for his
iconic "labman" costume and
eclectic stage magic;
Josephine Lee, a British
magician who integrates
dance and music seamlessly
into her magic show; Sergei
Prosvirnin, an acclaimed
Russian comedian who
presents a fun mash-up of
percussion performance and
tap dance in cooperation
with his son; and Winston
Jesus, a young Venezuelan
magician distinguished for his
deft palm gimmicks.
"The magic show is a
mixture of both tradition and
innovation aimed at bringing
joy to the audience," said Li
Chi, co-director of the show
at a local press conference
on Aug. 6.
Wuhan was the first leg
of the national tour of the
show. In addition to Wuhan,
"Magic Wheel- Origin" will
travel across 42 cities,
from Aug. 6 to Dec. 8.

Butterfuly museum offers
fun and knowledge
By Zhan Siliu

The Chen Anming Butterfly Museum, located at Nanniwan
Avenue of Wuhan Qiaokou District, became a newly popular
summer destination for children. The 580-square-meter museum
houses nearly 2,000 species of butterflies and nearly 10,000
species of insects. They come from all over the world and cover
many of the rarest species in the world.

According to Chen
Tiandie, the daughter of the
curator, Chen Anming, the
butterflies on display are
divided into 17 categories. The
collection features many rare
and exotic specimens, including
one of the most beautiful
butterflies in the world — the
morpho helena, which is
famous for its metallic blue and
shiny wings; the largest
butterfly — Queen Alexandra's

Birdwing with a wingspan that
stretches almost a foot across;
the owl butterfly known for its
huge eyespots which resemble
owls' eyes; and the largest
moth in the world — the Atlas
moth, better known as "snake's
head moth" in Chinese.
In addition to the butterfly
specimens, the museum houses
live insects and animals that
children can observe and even
touch, such as the world's
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largest mantis, scarab beetles,
shovel beetle, longicorn beetle,
and the corn snake.
All the species were
collected by Chen Anming,
founder of the musuem over
the past decades. "The
butterflies I've collected should
be seen by more people,
especially children, to whom it
seems a luxury to see
butterflies in the city's concrete
jungle," Chen said.

A pottery work at the exhibition

An artwork exhibition by students
and teachers at Wuhan Economic &
Technological Development Zone is
currently on display at the first floor
of the zone's citizen service center. It
showcases 108 works, including
calligraphy, painting, paper cutting,
ceramics and cloth pasting.
One highlight of the exhibition is
the pottery figure series based on
Chinese fable stories such as "Three
Blind Men and an Elephant," and
"Plucking up a Crop to Help it
Grow."
She De, an art teacher who
guided students in the pottery
creation, said that the pottery works
on display was just a small portion of
their creations. Altogether, they made
more than 400 ceramic works.

'Open the Door of the Arts'
Festival concludes
By Wan Xuming

The "Open the Door of the
Arts" Festival lowered its curtain with
the performance of "Me and My
Motherland" by Wuhan Chamber
Orchestra on Aug. 4. The onemonth festival presented 18 shows at
the QintaI Concert Hall. In addition,
it offered two summer camps for
local students jointly organized by
both local musicians and their
domestic and overseas counterparts.
More than 20,000 little and adult
audience members watched
performances or participated in
camps during the festival.
The two summer camps focused
on guitar and Beijing Opera
respectively. The former activity
attracted 26 students to learned to
play the guitar for two days under
the guidance of three musicians from
Beijing Philharmonic Guitar Chamber
Orchestra. The Beijing Opera camp
held a similar performance by
participants shortly after their opera
study. These participants were
commented by Wang Xuehua, an
artist from Beijing Opera Theater
Training Center as "extremely good
at learning Beijing Opera."

